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Clef Clubbers Open Festivities
Hall Of Mirrors" Scene
Of Song 'n Dance Fete

their new officers for next year.
Jim Mooney was elected president, Hugh Farrell received the
vice-president post, Jim Foster

became the new secretary, Tim
Heile ·took over as treasurer, and
Dave Huhn was named business
manager.

by Denny Doherty, News Assoeiate Editor

Clef Club Director, Mr. Franklin Bens, will present his
group tonight in. t~e .aJlnual. Clef .Club Concert and D~nce.
This will be the club's final appearance of the season. The
affair will be held in the Netherland Hilton's Hall of Mirrors
and will begin at 8:30 p.m.
Broadway Hits
Medleys from great Broadway
musicals will dominate the theme
for •the concert which will last
for approximately an hour and a
half. This is the Clef Club's biggest event of the year, and they

standing members· for the past
.few years, and he is largely responsible for the fine organization we now have."
Big Danee
After .the concert, the dance
will begin right there in the Hall

Notice For All
Off Campus
Students, 58-59

The following are some re·
minders from the office of the
Dean of Men regarding off campus housing for resident students.
Students who do not commute
to their homes dally and. who do
not live in the Unlvenity residence halls are called "Off Campus" students. Out of town students may not live off campus
without speeial permission of the
Student Welfare Committee. This
permission ls seldom extended to
freshmen or sophomores.
Ofi campus students may live
only, in rooming houses approved
by the University. XAVIER STU·
DENTS MAY NOT LIVE IN
Left to right: Jim Mooney, '58-'59 President, Hugh Sweeney, BOARDING HOUSES, APART·
MENT BUILDINGS, CLUBS,
Jim Foster, Gus Cianciolo, '57-'58 President.
MOTELS OR HOTELS. without
individual and speeific permission
of the Student Welfare Committee. XAVIER STUDENTS ARE
ALLOWED TO LIVE ONLY IN
HOMES WHICH ARE IMMEDI·
ATELY SUPERVISED BY A
LANDLADY (or landlord) WHO
RESIDES IN THE SAME BUILD·
ING: The University reserves the
right for the Dean of Men or his
authorized representative to visit
and Inspect at any time the home
and even the private living quarters of off-campus students.
NO MORE TRAN FOUR Xav·
ier University students may· live
in any one location without
special permission of the Dean
of Men. Sueh permission wlll be
forthcoming only If tbe students
eoncerned can show organisation
responslblllty.

Your Parents??

XU CLE·F CLUB
have been preparing for it since of Mirrors. Bobby Keys and his
orchestra will provide the music.
Thirty-third Annlvenary
the first of the year.
Tleket1
Tickets for tonight run as folThere are fifty members in this
organization which is celebrating lows: 1) patrons will be solicited
its thirty-third anniversary. Five for $5.00 which will include a
of the members are graduating ticket to both ·the concert and the
seniors. One of the departing dance and their name on the
seniors is Gus Cianciolo, presi- evening's program; 2) tickets for
dent of .the group this past year. both ·the concert and the dance
Jim Mooney, new president, said, · will be $3.00; 3) admission to the
"This is ·the last appearance for concert alone will cost $1.00.
Club Bleetlou
Gus with the group. He hu been
one of the most active and out·
Lait week the Cleffers elected

Chicago Club
Holds Elections
Mr. and Mrs. Otto KvapiZ give 11ou their impressions of "strangers

at Xa.vier."
Will 1our famll1 remember Xavier this way? Wiii tbey reeelve
tbll weleome? Only JOU ~- auwer!
·

Xavier's Chlca10 Club, which
boasts of H1 Windy CltJ red·
dents, held their annual electloaa
last Tuesday nl1bt. lerrr 8ehoen
was eleeted president, Steve lex·
ton vlee-presldeat, Don O'llrltD
seeretarJ and Doc Broacler treas·
urer.
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XU News Editorials
COMPLETE SUPPORT DESERVES PRAISE
Throughout this past year we have been consistently
urging each and every one of you to support the activities of
Xavier University. We have from time to time pointed out
individuals and groups which have been worthy of praise in
this regard. We have found another example of what the men
of this campus can do if they so desire. This we feel is a particularly fitting example because of the proximity of the event
we're about to mention, and because this group is composed
entirely of day students.
.
It has come to our attention that the men of Pi Alpha Phi
Fraternity have purchased a block of tickets for the forthcoming Family Day Dance. This we feel is an excellent example
of school spirit and support of school activities. In an earlier
editorial we asked whether the members of the social groups
would support Xavier activities. We feel that these men_have
given their wholehearted backing to this project. We hope
that the rest of you will follow the example of these men
who are your friends, not your superiors or the "elite.''
This, it seems, would be the right place to clear up some
more misconceptions which have been floating around the
campus regarding the forthcoming Family Day. This is not an
affair designed to make money for the Dads Club, the cqmmittee, or Xavier University. This affair is designed as a celebration for you and your parents. That "you" definitely means
(does. not include merely as an afterthought) the Day-Hop
students of this (Xavier) University. Why then, you may ask,
is there a charge for everything? In answer to this, we point
out that there is not a charge for (;!Verything. There are only
two items throughout the entire day for which there will be
a charge. These are the dinner and the evening's entertainment
from 7:30 on. The first part of that statement is self-explanatory. The second seems to be a bit confusing. At 7·:30 p.m., there
will be a combination variety show and band concert staged
by the band of Xavi~r University under the direction of Mr.
Gilbert T. Maringer. Following this combination, there will
be a dance in the Fieldhouse, or bingo in the Armory. The
entire evening's entertainment has been priced at $2.00 a
person. This means that for the sum of $4.00 a student and
his date can see this excellent combination and then attend
the dance afterwards. The refreshments for this dance are
included in the price of admission. This is what you have been
asking for-refreshments and a $4.00 ticket. Now you have
your wish; why do you hesitate? Regarding the destination
of this money, we'll say this: Eve,ry cent of the money you
pay for this affair is used. to defray expenses for the affair.
No one is handed complimentary tickets. This is not a scheme
designed to "bleed" you. It is a party thrown by the students
and the Dads Club and the university for you and your parents.
Just as it would be rather stupid for someone to throw a party
for a friend and then not attend that paTty, it seems just as
ridiculous foT any of us to pass up this chance to honor our
folks.
As a last small bit of thought on this Family Day subject,
we1ll remind you that the contest Saturday night at the dance
will be a test of your popularity, your pride, and your good
judgement and taste. We hope that, as we have sai9 before,
you won't let Miss Wiechman's insults go unanswered. While
it is true that her's is only the opinion of one girl, think of
the questions you'.11 have to answer to that Special Friend of
yours if you don't think enough of her to honor her at this
dance. We can only wish the men of both groups a future of
"needling" from these and all young ladies if either group is
lacking in attendance.

XAVIER UNIVERSITY NEWS
l'llbltabed WHlcl;y durtn1 the wcho0l year except during vacaUon perfoda by :X.vfer

Ullfvtnlty, Runllton County, Zvanirton, CtnctnnaU, Ohio. tl.llO per :rear.
llnlenld as RCond clau matter October 4, 111411 at the Poft omee a'
ClnclnllaU, Ohio under the Act of March :S, ll'Jt,

l!DITOB·IN·CBll!F......................................................................................................Bob Qaeenan, 'llO
l!DITOB Bllll:BITUll .......................................................................................................... 8111 Poole, 1118
AllllOCIATE EDJTOBS ......Bob Frommeyer, 'lilJ, Frank McGee, 'liD, Denny Doberly, '61
l'EATUBB WRITEBS .................................:..............................'Wayne Fehr, 'GO, Tom Cahlll,60
STAFF BEPORTERS ............................Ken Klueh, 'GO, Tom Kall, '61, Ell l\laHman, '61,
Vie MeohleJ, '61, Mike l\Jarklewlcs, '61, Ron Koch, 'flt, Bill Mason, '60
Paal Bllter, '61
COLUlllNIBTB........Blll Dlsqae, 'GI, Dan Berth, 'llff, Edwin Menes, '118, Jim Wlrr•, '1111,
E,8, Bblmann; Stafforll Mooney, Patricia Wiechman
BPOBTI IDITOB ................................................................................................................ Ell Allam•, '60
BPOBTB WBITEBS ............................ Joe Nolan, '118, Don Fenton, '118, Jack Garllner, '119,
Joe Petrocelll, '60, John Dumbacker, '60, Jack Allama, '61, Hap O'Danlel, '61
BUBDIBllB MANAGER .............................................................................................. Ell Behroe•er, '1111
FACUL'l''I' llODEBA'l'OB.....................;..........................................Bev. Earene· F. llanrel•, I.I.

THE T.V. VIEWER
By E. S. Edelmann

Originally, ihe ·format of this
column included radio as well
as television. Somehow or another, television ·became · the
ha·bit. So to climb out of the rut
(Both of television and philippic)
we would like to present the
radio situation here in Cincinnati.
If anything at all can be said
about Queen City radio, it can
be said to be competitive. What
the various stations are competing for is only incidental, for
apparently they like to compete
merely for its own sake.
The contest began when WSAI
changed hands and ·became the
property of the Gdrdon Broadcasting family. Along with a
change · in ownership came per-

sonnel and policy changes. The
man was Tom Clay, the manner
was cool. And so, WSAI began
to lure the younger ·set into its
nocturnal clutches.
The 'time of these changes
coincided · with the arrival of
R&R. Thus a new material and
presentation pattern was adopted.
Where formerly one could e~pect
a vm·iety of daytime, nighttime,
age group and minority ~roup
(eg music-lovers) programs,
things lapsed into such similar
scheduling, that WCPO, WSAI,
and WCKY are nearly unidentifiable.
The battle appai•ently has gone
into a deadlock. The arrival of
"color-radio" was the great
(Continued on Page 10)
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Letter To The Editor

The following are two letten regarding the new column, ••Let's
Argue." .Mr. Wiggs will answer them next September. -Editor
,.
lpS
Mr. Wiggs:
.
,
I was shocked to learn that everyone else on campus was
,.,____
by_B,_,a...,p_O....'D
...a._.n....•...
e1_ __
as apathetic about answering your first challenge as I was'
shocked
enough even to answer your second challenge. I use
Nat "King" Cole has two good
bets going for him on Capitol- the same conversational method as your imaginary haggler:
let's not kid ourselves.
.
.
"Just One of Those Things," a A "Friend,
good 99 and 44/100 per cent of b~~mg !he contraceptives? .
collection of ballads which shows those who buy contraceptives are
Th~J.'. d solve the probl~m Just
the King at his best, and "St. .couples who could very well as efficiently. What does it matLouis Blues," a receptly released handle more kids, but refuse to. t~r wheth~r they choose to deny
group of W. C. Handy ·tunes
.. . . .
.
bfe ·to a kid already born or one
Magazine ads and stories t~ll that promises to come? Couldn't
which 'Nat sang in the movie of
the same name. The former them that the MODERN fa~ily they just say, 'Well, Louie, (or
figures to sell more; it is already has at most three or four kids. whatever the name is) we gave
More th~ that would be vulgar. you a break. before when we
far up on the charts.
F'rank Sinatra, also on Capitol, Why, ~.ou d. have to struggle and didn't use con·traceptives in your
has two profilic pressings- ~weat JUSt bke your gra~dparents case. lt was entirely OUR deci"Come Fly With Me," a swinging m the old, old days. Might even sion. Well, my boy, we change
musical journey around t"h e have to move to a (ho~ror of our minds. Tough luck.'
C
horrors) more modest neighborworld which is on the best hood.
ommun1sm
seller lists, and the new "This
"Carry
this
further and the
"It's hard enough keeping up
is Sinatra Volume 2," an assemCommunists will buy any pamphwith
the
Joneses
in
cars,
appliblage of Sinatra. singles which
ances, clothes, home, etc., with- let you cook up on it for use in
sold well.
out
the additional burden of try- their own world to come, when
Another Capitol chattel is Mr.
children will arrive where and
Jonah Jones ,who follows up ing to pass them up in something when it is convenient, and these
as
unimportant
as
kids.
successes in "Muted Jazz" and
privileged to arrive may expect
"Jazz" at· the Embers" with
"These couples would continue their visa to be recaHed at any
"Swingin' on Broadway." Jones' birth control if you .proved to .time.
.
·
application of his own particular' them unconditionally that it was
1
brand of trumpet sound to this wrong. They haven'.t the stamina . "Do begin to make something
collection of Broadway show hit to buck the modern falsification of the wrongness of contraception
clear? Does it begin to occur to
tunes should make this waxing of values. So much for them.
..
..
you that ·the decision made in
his 1best seller yet.
Othe~ families would h!!-Ve to such activity is one not for the
Shelley Manne follows up his really fight the wo~ves from the · couple to make themselves? Think
"My Fair Lady" smash by put- door when more ktds come. But- about it
ting his men to work on "L'il it's been done before. If worst
·
Abner" on Contemporary. For comes to worst, there's the gov"Just between you and me, we
should have more big families in
those who like the Manne sound, ernment.
this country nowadays. It would
this one is a must. ·
"All this is by way of blasting do the country a lot of good.
Two Columbia albums far up
the
excuse of these people that People would be more like people
the success slate are "S' Marvelous," in which Ray Conniff 'simply can't afford to take decent and less like the smart, stylish
magically transforms twelve more care of more,' as you put it. I add four-member family. pictured in
standards into bright new sounds, · the rider: 'and continue keeping the ideal living room Of Up-toDate-Living magazines."
_
and "Warm" ·by Johnny Mathis. up with the Joneses.'
"But
there
are
cases
that
go
Joe
Eble
Two strong contenders are "The
Beat of My Heart" with Tony deeper than this. You mentioned
This Js the second letter which
Bennett, and "Command Per- .the wife who can't risk having
was
forwarded by an alumnus.
another
kid.
Actually,
there
are
formance" with Frankie Laine;
Editor
darned
few
of
these
with
medical
the former rates ~he nod ·as the
To tfre Editor:
devefopment being what i-t is. .
better package.
"In the old days, :the parents - I have read in your paper two
Verve's double-sleeve "Ella
Fitzgerald Sings the' Duke Elling- would either take their chances, pieces by Jim Wiggs.
ton Song Book" is a double-tough relying on God, or abstain from
One was a just and stinging
album and a top seller. Th.e intercom:se for .the most part. indicment 1of certain shortcomings
price is somewhat prohi:bitive, Today's parents lack the will
but it's still a must for the jazz power ·to abstain. Freud tells in Catholic education. The faculty's shortsighted answer printed
afficiaddo. With those two talents them it's ridiculous to try.
together on record, how can you
"But why should a guy insist beside it ,was a good foil for the
miss?
on abstention rather than contra- truth ,and clar~ty of his state-Back on Capitol again, Keely ceptives if it comes to that point? ments. I have attended both XavSmith's "I Wish You Love" is a It's okay to modify the laws of
top ten tenant.· Capitol is also nature for breeding cattle and ier and the · University 'Of Cinraising crops and seeding clouds, cinnati and can only concur with
e~perimenting with variety pack·his criticism. His constructive
ages-"The Golden Record" is a isn't it?
collection of million-sellers by
letter deserved a more hones.t
Buman Life
different artists, while "Just For
"Yeah, but that's a. far cry appraisal.
Variety" (Vol. 1) has each of from what we're talking about.
The .second piece was - a most
twelve Capitol stars doing the When you .talk about birth con- encouraJging ·column "Let's Arsong he or she is most proficient trol, you're talking about human gue." I have listened to too many
at. Both are worth a listen.
life. Man has always hesita·ted Catholics damage the prestige of
about wliat he does where it their faith by not being able to
comes :to human life. refute the arguments of today's
"That's the kernel of it! When agnostics. Arguments strewn with
you use contraceptives, you're quotes from the Battimore Cateby Mike Markiewicz
taking responsibility that is be- chism impress no one. The result
Operation Christ finished up yond your rights. Sure, you have is that the Catholic is generally
its activities .for the regular · the right .to each other's body, agreed to be uselessly stupid and
school year last Sunday at St. but not when you deliberately antaJgonizingly smug.
Mary's with a talk .by Fr. Hol- knock out any chance of kids.
Maybe. a whetstone for their
land, discussion groups, and a
"Kids aren'·t like statistics. 'You wits 'is needed. Mr. Wiggs might
short social. Main topics of dis- can't say that the. kid one family agree to a new Department at
cussion for the evening was plans doesn't have another family does. Xavier-say the Department of
for the six scheduled meetings of Each one is a· person. There's no Devil's Advocacy. Catholics have
Operation Christ for the summer. other just like him. Each one has been told so often they possess
The first five of these meetings a right to come into the world in the truth they are shocked and
will consist of four picnics and the natural course of events that even~'ied astray by the more
a boat ride. The program for the· w.ould bring him here. Suppose vital logic of their neighbors. .. ..
year will end with a day of your own parents had used conI hope that instead of criticizrecollection followed by a dance . traceptives instead Of having you. ing, Xavier takes another look at
in the Armory. These meetings Don't tell me you'd have been Jim Wiggs' words. The attitude
will be held on six consecutive born to some other family. No, of the News is heartening.
Sundays, beginning the second that would be someone else.
T. w. Schoenberger, A.B., '53
last week of June. Due to the There were only two particular
University of Cincinnati
growing enthusiasm of students seeds that could have made you; ..· - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - ·
in the Cincinnati area towards
"In the final analysis, contraREMINDER
the Operatit>n Christ movement, ception is wrong for the same
Payment remlnden will be
a crowd of almost double that of reason murder is wrong. It's not sent out this week to all aenlon
last year is expected.
for man to decide whether a who have Senior Clau Gift l'ayLa·te in August the Sodality person lives or not.
menta due. The total amount of
intends to send a delegation up
"Why can't your· parents, (let's the 1Jft wlll be presented to the
to Chicago .for the Summer say things are so tough they'i·e Very Rev. Father Paul L. O'Con·
School of Catholic Action.
thinking of using contraceptives) nor, 8.J., at the Gnduatlon
With these two projects, the why can'.t they. just clobber you Breakfa1t June f,
(Continued on Pa1e 10)
in the head with an axe and skip •
,.
• • ••

Operation Christ
Plans Summer
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Last Call For Family Day
Drill, Baseball, Play
-Help Highlight Big Day
by Wayne Fehr

This weekend marks the climax of the year•long activity
of the Xavier Dads Club. The occasion is the annual Family
... Day program· 011 the X~vier campus.
.
In preparation for Family Day, the Dads Club staged a
nationwide, two-way telephone hookup at the meeting of
April 29. Xavier Dads 'in eleven
cities . were in communication
with over 250 Dads gathered in
the President's Lounge on campus.
This was the first time such a
telephone hookup had ever been
attempted by any organization in
the country. It was tremendously
successful, saving- Rev. Edward

tainment and activity for visitors
to the Xavier campus. An outstanding feature of the afternoon
will be the Masque Society's
presentation, .at 3:30 p.m., of its
hit musical show, "Lucky For
Me," which played to packed
houses for six performances during the past two weeks.

ment, which includes the combined Band Concert and Variety
Show, and cards and bingo or
the Family Day Dance in the
Fieldhouse. At the dance, the
Princess of Family Day 1958 will
be chosen by a judging committee. The girl who is selected must
be accompanied by a Xavier student, either dorm or day hop.
Day hops are strongly urged to
attend the dance and show off
their dates for the judging committee.

Day is typical of the interest and
enthusiasm of Xavier Dads. Xavier University is almost unique
among American colleges in the
strong family spirit shown by the
parents of its students. The cooperation and unity of the Dads in
suppo1,ting the university's recruitment and fund-raising efforts
calls ,to mind Xavier's slogan,
originated many years ago by
Rev. Francis J. Finn, S.J., "All
for One-One for All."
The Da.ds Clubs in the various

in contact with the prospective
students and their families, and
in some insta.nces, Xavier Dads
have even driven the incoming
freshmen to Cincinnati for tlie
first day of class. In this way,
the Dads Clubs throughout the
country act as Fr. O'Brien's
"hands" in this important recruitment program.
other activities or the Dads
Club are the annual fund drive,
which is strongly supported by
X a v i e r parents, the annual

A SCENE FROl\I FAMILY DAY-Fr. O'Brien, .S.J., and Chairman Tom Cavanaugh welcome the
Doherty Family into the "Xavier Crowd."

Later, Fr. O'Brien and Tom meet the D.ohertys on thet steps of
Alumni Hall.
.
· J. O'Brien, S.J., Dads Club Moderator, weeks of travel time. On
the basis of reports received from
the eleven cities on the hookup,
over 1,000 people from out of
town will at-tend Family Day this
year.
Fr. O'Brien emphasized the
fact that the famllles of the local
students will really be needed at
Famlly Day to act as hosts for
this record Influx of out of town

Students are reminded that
Family Day is strictly a nonprofit event, with the $2.00 being
used to defray all the many expenses or planning and promoting
the day's program. Tickets for

cities throughout the country
work closely with Fr. O'Brien in
the recruitment effort. As Director of Admissions, Fr. O'Brien
travels 100,000 miles a year, making contacts with prospective

Alumni Communion Sunday, and
the Day of Recollection. Throu1hout the year, the Dads Club pro·
vides a service for students and
their parents In the form of
meetings and programs to let

The ROTC Radio Club, under
the direetion of president John
Maier WBAUV, and Moderator
Captain Metzger KBIOM, will
hold ·an "open house" during the
day. The members of the elub
will be operating two amateur
radio stations for the eonvenlence
of out of towners and anyone else
Interested. Those wishing to contact home-town friends are especially urred to visit the station

Council President Schnelder,· Class Presidents Andy Odoardi and Tom Frank join their faDallles In
prayer before the Shrine during the celebration.

A Warm Welcome At Xavier
vllltors. He also pointed out that
Family Day 11 an event for all
tlie memben of tlie Xavier fam·
DJ-both- dorm students and day
bops.
.
The ..program ..for ..tomorrow,
May 17, is crowded with enter·

In the buement · of the Armorr
apy time durln1 the day.
There is no charge for any of
the events during the day, up
until dinner. The only other expense is a char1e of $2 per person
for ·the entire evenlng's entertain~

the dinner and for the evenlnr's
entertainment may be purchased
from · the followln1 tleket sales·
·men: ·Mike Murphy, Mike Biley,
Joe Shay, Ed Ada1D1, Bill Gru·
penboff, Nolan Moore, Mike Mc·
Cluskey, Don Bo1ardln1, Jerry
We11, Jack Furio, Howle Hoek,
Jim Pnybyllnski, and Tom Eck·
stein.
The activity of the Dads Club
in planning and staging 1Family

Xavier students. After Fr. O'Brien
visits a high school, the Dads
Club in that city swings into
action, arranging a meeti11g of
Xavier,.parents and the parents
of prospective students. Xavier
students are present at this meeting, to an8wer questions about
the university and give a concrete
example of its product. Through·
out the year, the Dads Club keeps

'

fathers know. what their sona are
doing at Xavier.
The Dads Club, in all its
branches throughout the country,
and Father O'Brien, who has been
the moderator for some . nine
years and ,the Director of Admissions for four years, deserve the
sincere congratulations of the
university for an important Job
well done.

.,
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SOUTH HALL
QUARTERBACK
By Ed Adams,
News Sports Editor
With the reassurance now that Corcoran Field football
next fall could surpass anything the Connolly regime has yet
p1·oduced, reassurance gained from viewing the May 10 massacre of the Alumni 58-0, I wouldn't hesitate to suggest that
Xavier athletics during the next two semesters have a glowing
future.
Mr. Connolly will have on hand in the fall a proven first
team. His second squad, a highly important ingredient in these
days of limited substitution football, showed so well in the
Spring Game that the former Boston College All-America
conceded that they may have outdone the first unit.
.Mick, though, on the whole was surprisingly reticent in
heaping praise on his charges, surprisingly reticent, it seemed,
since never before in the history of the Varsity-Alumni battle
has the Varsity had the good fortune to roll up 58 points while
holding the opposition scoreless.
Perhaps Mr. Connolly was borrowing the seldom optimistic
attitude of his tutor at B.C. who later enjoyed such great
success at Notre Dame; Frank Leahy. Mick spoke primarily of
his crew's enthusiasm in the Spring outing, yet even labeled
that feature spasmodic.
Nevertheless, in spite of the coach's refusal to laud his
"kids" to the sky for their fine effort and in spite of the
Alumni's obvious deficiencies, the most fatal of which was a
lack of heft along the line, the Spring Game was a source of
great expectation for the fall campaign.
The Varsity displayed a potent offense, with power and
speed well proportioned in the backfield of Terry Meyer,
Faust Coyle and Jocko Serieka. They relied little on last year's
favorite weapon, the pass play, but hit on 4 of 6 attempts when
they put it to use.
The defense, though porous to the accurate flings of AllStar quarterback Roger Bertoja, couldn't have · turned in a
much better performance against the Alumni running game.·
Totaled up, it was a most promising show by the Connolly
crew.

* * ..... *

Must Have Been An Avalanche!
Musketeer Gridders Stay On Ground, Forsake· A.ir
Ga1ne To Smash Undermanned Alumni Eleven 58-0
by Jack Gardner
The Xavier Musketeers literally tore the Alumni to shreds
with a desecrating ground attack
which ran up a total of 338 yards
and seven touchdowns. The obviously out-manned and slow
moving All-Stars and fourth
stringers could do little to stop
the relentless avalanche of scoring. The vai·sity line play was
tremendous as they constantly
sprang the backs loose for· sizeag~ g·ains. Tlie passing was held

Meyer picked it oM and went in
from 20 yds. out to make the
score 18 to 0. With little time
remaining. in the half the Varsity scored again this time by
Joe Jordan from 3 yds. out. The
drive was highlighted by Ed
Thomas' 30 yd. gallop. Wessels
ran the conversion attempt for
the first 2 points after touchdown
in the history of the schoot
Jocko Scores
The second balf resulted in
more of the same. After an exchange of kicks the present
Muskies took over on their own
20. Lane, looking highly improved hit Montgomery with an
aerial good for 31 yds. Tem-y the
Terror and Sereil~a took it from
there with Jocko going the final
yard, and Meyer added the conversion. The score 34 to 0. A
fumlble recovery and a brilliant
Casper to Mullins pass for 25
yds. netted another score. Casper
ran the conversion for 42. to 0
score.
Costello Bootlers
Early in the final period·
Wessels picked off a stray Ber•
torio pass and ran t ·back some
40 yds. to set up Jordan's second score of the game :firom 2
yds. out. Casper added the conversion. With time running out
Coach Connelly unveiled his
"hurry up" offense which merely
means no huddle. The play is
called from the line of scrimmage. The third team was in
operation with Costello at the
helm. FTom midfield this undaunted quar.teribac~ pulled off.
the old bootleg play to .perfection and scampered to the end

Jerry Casper
Passes For TD

to a minimum; just enough,
however to keep the All-Star
defense honest and to account
for another score.
Slow: Start
Xavier got off to a slow start
hitting pay dirt only once in the
initial period, this coming as a
l
resu t of a poor kick by Bernie
Roeckers, a one time expert in the
booting department, and llfnder
of the record for most yds. per
kick 35.5 over a three year span.
The kick carried from the 20 to
the 29..From there quarterback
Ralph Lane engineered the goalward surge with_ Faust Coyle
going the finial 5 yards. The
running conversion attempt failed
and the score was 6 to o.

Golfers' Record
34-1; Tennis
Team 2 For·s

energy restoring food makes it an essential

H. MILI,ER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

team has posted a 2-3 slate to
' date, claiming wins over Wilmington twice. After .dropping
the first match of the season to
Dayton by a 1-8 count, the
netmen downed Wilmington 5-3
and 9-0 in successive matches
for the only wins of the campaign. Losses to Detroit 3-6 and
Louisville 2-6 round out the
record. Louisville will provide
the opposition tomorrow on the
XU courts.

1951 GOLF
Clau Hst.
Name
Georre Mollnsky
51 8·1
Rodney McMullen xx
80 8·1!
Joe Zle1ler
80 8·0
Dick Baerman xx
59 5·11
Tony Conlan
81 1·10
John Bien xx
59 8·1
Bob Lindemebmlclt xxx 51 8·1
Mike Moloney
81 l·I
John. Dumbacber x •
80 5·8
x-la~cata letter received

in every student's diet.

WOodburn 1-2474

.

zone unmolested. Noonen.wrapPed
up the scoring festivities with
the two pointer. The final score
read 58 to 0.
Junker Absent
· The absence of Steve Junker
in the All-:Star lineup was felt
by the All-Stars themselves and
the 1500 rain-soaked spectators.
The fans, hoping to catch a
glimpse of their hero, who since
entering the pro ranks has made
quite a name for himself, were
somewhat, disappointed. The talented red head had turned his
knee in a workout and was froced
to miss the. encounter.
Xavier proved, beyond the
shadow of a doubt that they are
vastly improved and a team to
· be reckoned with come this Fall,
but was Saturday's slaughter a
test?

ANNOUNCEMENT
FROM THE J.M. CAGE
All equipment that Is in the
baskets of the J.M. cage in the
fleldhouse must he claimed by
Thursday, May 22. Any equipment that ls not claimed by this
date will he confiscated.
Ray Baldwin

The immediate future of the other major· sport in the
Xavier program, basketball, could hardly. be termed gloomy
either. Not only is the future optimistic, but so too are the
coaches, Messrs. McCafferty and .Rt.iberg, who claim with
confidence that next March the defending champions of the
NIT will successfully defend their . championship, turning a
feat not seen in the NIT since the repeat of the 1944 St. John's
Redmen.
Here also there is ample room for optimism. Missing will
be a trio of forwards and centers, Frank Tartaron, Tony Olberding, and "Stu Courchaine of Kimberly, Wisconsin."
Returning, however, will be all that constituted the Cham· ~~::"":"-~-=----~-pionship ballclub, with the exception of the ·above three;
Corny Freeman if studies permit; Charlie Phillips of the
1958-57 Frosh crew; and the graduates of this year's Freshman
team.
The battle for position will undoubtedly be waged "\i'P ,
front where the berths of Tartaron and Olberding have been
By Rap O'Danlel
vacated. Guards Stein and Castelle look to have the backcourt
Xavier's tennis and golf forsewed up.
·
tunes seem to have hit a cool
Two years ago Joe Viviano rented out the one forward spell this spring; as of now, the
position and he's lodged there yet. As for the remaining posts, combined mark of the two teams
center and forward, not even Coach McCafferty has the has dipped under the .500 level.
answer. The problem is a pleasant one, though, being a probDoctor Ray Baldwin's golf
lem of an abundance of. talent :rather than a lack.
squad has a record of 3-4-l,
Theae's Rich Piontek at 6·8 who performed magnificently owning victories over Villa
in the Garden, especially on defense. There's Corny Freeman, . Madonna twice and Dayton. The
. the 6·6 jumping jack, already one of the great rebounders in team got under way fast with
Xavier history. There's Charlie Phillips, well on his way to two quick wins over Villa by
recovery from a smashed hand, who stands 6·8 and does a scores of 24-3 and 18-9, but then
terrific job both offensively and flefensively. There:s Ron hit the skids, losing to Miami
Nicolai, also 6·8, the hustling center from this year's Frosh 10-17, Ma·rshall .12-15 and Daysquad. Tl,iere's no shortage of talent.
ton 3-24 before regaining the
··No matter how you look at it 1958-59 should be a whale right track with a 15¥.1-11%
of a year.
'
decision over Dayton in the return match.
A 131h-13% stalemate with
Hanover and an ll1Ai-15¥.a complete the record to date. This
afternoon the linksmen tackle
Marshall in a return match, this
time at Hunington, West Virginia.
The tremendous value of milk as a natural
Coach Bob Massman's tennis

Too Important To Forget-

Early in the second period the
Alumni began to roll with Roger
. Bertoia hitting Ma 1 o n e and
Josephic with successive passes
to move the ball to within the
shadow of the Varsity goal posts.
Roger attempted to make it three
in a row but was stymied by
Jerry Casper, who intercepted
and ran 1t out to the 19. On the
first play from scrimmage Terry
Meyer tucked the pigskin under
his arm and with a combination
of bruising blocking and brilliant
running scampered for 81 yds.
to touchdown land. To all intents
and purposes that was the contest.
The Stars were demoralized and
played in that manner. Following the kickoff Bertoia, passing
eratically all evening, shot one
from his end zone. That man

ROSTER

Wst. Are Ramllton Catbolle
171 II Ramllton. Catbollc
.100

19

Purcell

115

ZO

Hamilton Catbollc

11'1 II
155 11
115 10
110 · 11
Ht 19
1U 10

Purcell
·
Purcell
Parcell
It. lob'-. Wub. D.c.
Purcell
Hilb Sebool

QB Ralph Lane
Attack Run Smoothly

NEED
WHEELS

For May dances 1
~or weekend trips 1
ifor commencement? ·
MAiia 1·1479
528 Vine St.
Special rate1 ••• 1parklin1

new Fords and othell ftne
can. Delivery conftrmed
,and guaranteed when you
want'Jt if you make your
reservation in adv~ce.
~w rates include 111, oil,
i insurance.

,,,..
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Haas,_ .Giesler- Dump Villa;
UC's Lemma-XV Dilemma
The baseball team split in two
encounters last week, defeating
Villa Madonna 7-2 and dropping
the other to U.C. 10-3.
In the contest played at Villa
Madonna, the Rebels scored two
runs in the fourth to grab the
lead. Coach Ruberg's boys had
to come from behind and score
six runs in, the last inning.
Labmeier Paces Attack
Carl Labmeier paced the Muskies in hitting with two for four
from the plate; while John Gieske
and Bill Grupenhoff each had
two for five.
Russ Giesler was the winning
pitcher, giving him three wins.
Larry Staverman was the loser
for Villa Madonna.
Large Crowd
An estimated 750 book-toters
watched on as the University of
Cincinnati smothered the Muskies
10-3 Monday on the Bearcat
diamond. All went well for the

Muskies in the first five innings,
as they led 3-2.
The Bearcats tallied for two
in the sixth, to lead 4-3. After
that, Coach Jucker installed his
star freshman hurler Carmine
Lemma. Lemma, to be sure, was
a jinx for Xavier.
Lemma Dilemma
Lemma struck out the first
three batters. The Bearcats came
to bat immediately to push across
six more runs, padding an easy
victory.
Despite Lemma's performance,

Ted Mills gained the victory for
the Bearcats. Russ Giesler was
the losel'. His reco,rd now stands
at 3-2.
Russ Giesler a n d Clayton
Schnetzer led the Musketeers in
batting in the loss.
SUMMARY:
RUE
XU
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 6 7 9 5
VM 000 200 000 265
XU-Haas, Giesler (7) and Mc·
Guff, Boylan (1)
VM-Staverman, Timmerman (9)
and Mahoney
XU 010 200 000 363
UC 100 012 600 10 12 5
XU-Giesler, Haas (8) and Boylan, McGuff (8)
UC-Mills, Lemma (7) and Franz

1958 TENNIS ROSTER
Name .
Hgt Wgt Age Class
M. Mcconville xx 6-0 151 20 Jr.
Edward Schultz x 6-2 168 20 Jr.
M. Robert Tomoff 5-10~ 138 19 Fr.
H. J, Burke, Jr. 5-10 160 18 Fr.
Ronald Schertler 5-11! 175 19 Fr.
John H. Adam
5-8! 152 19 Fr.
Richard J. Kaiser 5-11! 160 19 lt~r.
Robert J. Peterson 5-11! 145 19 Fr.
x-indicates letter received

XAVIER UNIVERSITY BASEBALL ROSTER NO. PLAYER
B T POS.HT. WGT.
p 6-1
176
30 Sid Beauchamp .......................... R R
c 5.9 163
8 Tim Boylan ......... ;........................ R R
12 Jack Corrigan X ........................ R R INF.5·11 "162
OF5-9
156
19 Bob Dobrozsl .......... :................... R R
OF5·10 165
18 John Gieske X ............................ R R
182
29 Russ Giesler XX ........................ R R P·OF6-1
lB 6-3
201
13 Paul Grupenhoff ........................ R R
p 5-11 185
9 George Baas X .......................... R ~
1 Frank Boward ............................ R R INF.5-10 162
ll Carl Labmeler ............................ R R SS 5-10 157
OF5-9
183
7 Frank Ludwig XX .................... R R
182
28 Jack Matzet ................................ L L P-OF6-2
c 6-3 198
5 Terry McGuff X ........................ R R
285-7
152
3 Tony Salem XX ........................ R R
385-11 168
4 Clayton Schnetzer ............. """' R R
165
OF5-9
24 Joe Sida X .................................. R R
c 6-0 171
25 Steve Snyder .............................. R R
159
2 Dave Stevens .............................. R R INF.5-9
X-indlcates letters received.
COACH: Don, Ruberg, Xavier '51
STUDENT MANAGER: Bob Whelan, '61

\
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AGE
21
19
22
19
19
22
25
20
19
20
21
21
21
20
21
21
20
19

CLASS
Jr.
Soph.
Sr.
Soph.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Soph.
Jr.
Sr.
Sopb.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Soph.
Soph.

Hometown
High School
Kenilworth, Ill., Loyola
Wyoming, Ohio, St. Xavier
Detroit, Mich., U.D. High
Lake Forest, Ill., Loyola
Ft. Thomas, Ky., St. Xavier
Cincinnati, Elder
Cincinnati, St. Xavier
Evanston, Ill., Loyola
1958

HOMETOWN - HIGH SCH~
Latrobe, Pa., St. Vincent Prep
Cleveland, 0., St. Ignatius
Cleveland, O., St. Ignatius
Middletown, O., Fenwick
Covington, Ky., Latin
Cincinnati, Purcell
Cincinnati, Roger Bacon
Cleveland, 0., St. Ignatius
Columbus, 0., St. Charles
Cincinnati, Roger Bacon
Jackson, Mich., St. Mary's
Cincinnati, Purcell
Middletown, O., Fenwick
Cincinnati, St. Xavier
Cincinnati, St. Xavier
Indianapolis, Ind., Cathedral
Anderson, Ind., St. Mary's
Winthrop, N.Y., St. Lawrence

1-vyLeague
Is it ever IvyfWhy, Coke is the moat
correct beverage you can possibly
order on campus. Just look around you.
What are the college social leaders
going for? Coca-Cola! So take a leaf
out of their Ivy League book and do th&
same! Enjoy the good taste of Cokel

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Bottled under authority of Th• Coca·Cola Company by

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY

. .. ,,:,

'

GRADUATE
THEN FLY
The Air Force pilot or navigato1· is a man of
many talents. H~ is, first of all, a master of
the air-and no finer exists. In addition, he
has a firm background in engineering, electronics, astro-navigation and allied fields.
Then, too, he must show outstanding qualities of initiative, leadership and self-reliance.
He is, in short, a man eminently prepared for

an important career in the new Age of Space.
As a college graduate, you will be given
priol'ity consideration fol' the Air Force
Aviation Cadet Pl'ogram. While openings are
limited, you will be tested and advised immediately of qualification status. Find out if you
measure up. Paste the attached coupon ·on a
post card and mail it now.

U. S. AIR FORCE AVIATION CADET PROGRAM

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

Avintion Cndet Info1•mntion, Dept. C-2
Box 7608, Wnshington 4, D. C.
Plense send me dctnils on my opportunities as an Aviation Cadet In the
U.S. Afr Fo1·ce. I nm a U.S. citizen, between the ages of 19 and 26% and a
resident of the U.S. or possessions. I am interested in OPilot O Navigator
trnining.

Name-------------College _ _ _ _ _ __
Street----------------------

Cit'll'------------one--State------

...
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The·. News Honors Its Seniors

Six Graduates
Are Lauded

discuss the failure of actuality
instead of reality as expressed in
ultra-realism.
He has · written few poems.
Most of them are personal and
romantic, though· not the romanticism of Wordsworth ..
· Dan's ambition is to see Europe
in his search for true beauty. He
has a desire. to see the past; espe·
cially Italy, the homeland. of his
ancestors. He would like to visit
Rome also in the same manner
that Belloc had, on a pilgrimage.

ketball team 'would lose four
straight games, Miami, Dayton,
UC, and West Kentucky. We be:.t
West Kentucky. He regrets that
once he didn't have enough ambition .to put another sheet of paper
in -that typewriter, while writing
his column, for he would have
made another correct sports fore•
cast.
The aetlvlty he draws his 1reat·
est pleasure from ls eoaehln1 his
small lea1ue teams. Four years
a10 he began with a team that
bad a one out of fourteen win
reeord. .Gradually throu1h Im·
provement of their playln1 teeh·
nlques and lneuleatln1 spirit and
a wlll to win, he brou·ght the boys
to third plaee In an elimination
league of 146 teams.
Don expects to go deeper into
coaching. He loves to work with
PEOPIJE on the junior high or
high school level. He is recog·
nized as one of the· finest umpires
in this area by many high school
teams.
Don has spent three seasons on
the .NEWS staff, and it will be
difficult to' find another to replace
him.

ment at Xavier. He plans to fol·
low in his father's occupation as
a manufacturer's representative;
a job which entails a great deal.
of travel through northern Ohio,
Michigan, Indiana and Pennsylvania.
He likes to play golf as a
- hobby, and he loves to read.

violin, writes poetry or experiments in the kitchen.
Debater-Newsman

by Bruce Heldt
Jin1 Wiggs
Olten, the completion of an
James W. Wiggs, Jr., a youn1
educative cycle has been likened
man of deep probing lntelleet,
to the running or a race. And,
~e found on campus nearly
may
like a cycle, ironically, everyone
everywhere If one gau1es from
ends. at the same place at ·the
Senior Sportsman
same time. Some are declared
bis aetlvltles. President of the
winners, and yet all have won.
Debating Society, four year MerJoe Nolan
This race is merely an event
Joe Nolan writes senior sports maid Tavern member, Alpha
in the· olympics of li~e. In the
features
for the NEWS. Although Sigma Nu member are bis most
greater arena, some winners are
he still llkes to participate In a admirable aecompllsbments.
Editor Emeritus
losers, some failures eventually
number
of games, his major inJim writes DOWN FRONT and
outstrip their superiors. A colBill
Poole
terest
·
has
shifted from playing LET'S ARGUE for the NEWS.
lege education is a new starting
Bill Poole, last year's Edltorto observing and reporting.
Such organizations as the Dorm
point on a higher level. While
in-Cblef,
aets
in
a
eonsultant
Joe, a Cincinnatian, graduated Council, Pershing Rifles, Masqu,e
we have drawn aside to settle
from Purcell High School in 1953. Society, and the swimming team
our own contests, · the world too position this year as Senior Edi·
He worked for one year as news have been 'his fields of interest.
has been engaged in its struggle. tor. He ealls himself, "A eon·
servatfve
devotee
of
the
late
Sen·
•"',
film editor for But his truer and most essen·
We 'end the bout when the knee
,, ,,l WLW-TV. He tial university activity is ·his
touches, and with a hand-shake. ator McCarthy, Dean Clarenee
«- 'f~ entered Xavier major field, Biology, in the PreThe world ground wrestles, and Manion, Father Riebard Ginder,
·~· ,~}
in '54, and will med program. Jim will graduate
the loser reeeiv.es a curse. The General Douglas MacArthur, Rob·
ert
Welch
and
Otto
Garr.
Ta1ue,"
graduate with with a Summa Cum Laude and
university releases its members
a BS English plans to finish his medical studies
in laurel; the world releases its and enjoys passing out literature
by these men.
degree w~th a at Indiana University.
members in armor.
He works on the staff of the
History minor.
Today, NEWS ·editor Bob
Joe particiQueenan and his staff wish to Cincinnati Enquirer, and has sold
pated in Masque Society's proadd •their humble gift of laurel a piece of non-fiction, The Story
of .the Peke·
duction of "The Taming of the
with that of the university to
nese, to Mor·
Shrew," as ·Baptista. At present,
those graduating staff members.
Music
Critic
man - Magazine.
he is uncertain if he will continue
The NEWS expresses its thanks
Bill Disque
In an editorial,
as an actor even though he has
for the energies and time given
:B i 11 favored Editor's Note:
the "show biz bug."
by these men, and offers best
We apolo1l1e to Mr. "Disque
the abolition of
He would like to enter the adwishes for success.
the large Amer- for being unable to print his vertising field, especially in the
Obiter Dict'er
ican car and picture. We were unable to obtain TV work. ·
filling
the a print.
Dan Herth
·For hobbies, he claims photogstreets with Volkswagons. He is - To describe BUI Disque as an
raphy, sports and writing. The·
Daniel Herth will retum to total abstainer, and works to
Xavier to complete his masters' ful"ther the cause. He has cru- avid music lover would be an NEWS will certainly miss this
study on a scholarship from the saded against indecent literature, understatement. Hardly a· week personable gentleman.
university. His major is English university laxity, cheating,. and is goes by that be does ·not 10 to a
"'
Our Poet Laureate
classical music funetion in town.
with Psychology minor.
an active opponent of Commu·
Ed Menes
Dan's great- nism as a member of the local Blll has written the SYMPHONY
PREVIEWS eolumn for the XU
est fear is that cell of the Society ·for Individual NEWS.
Edwin Peter Menes ·bas been
One of his bobbles ls the
he will not be Freedom. One may easily be enjoyment of iood suspense or variously deserlbed as an "A"
taken seriously, drawn into his private war on tragic movies, aild to pick out the student, a brain, or a 3-5 pointer:
although he is WCPO's color radio policy, if he themes of the mood music. Be all of whieh place him In esteem.
Mr. Wlgp
one of the most isn'·t careful.
finds the eomposers Tlomkin (The But the phrase whleh I liked best
sincere seekers
He has won an Athenaeum
was one which pointed him out
In 1955, Bill won a seholarship
..·
of truth on given by the Cincinnati Adult Thing, The Dish and the Ml1hty, as, "The rotund gentleman in the. prize key recently for his story
Dl1b Noon), Steiner (Belen of
Mr. Herth
campus. He
Education ·Society to attend an TroJ) and Newman to be out- eorner." Ed, in good humor, of the "Fencing Master" which
began his educative career at international
youth leadenhlp- stanilin• handlers of m 0 v I e roared at this unexpected sum- brought together two of his hobXavier; he studied at Dayton cltlzenshlp program, The Encamp•
· matlon. This strange mixture of bies, wdting and fencing. For
University, where he was editor ment for Citizenship. A follower themes.
brilliance and joviality eomes relaxation he smokes a pipe,
He enjoys reading Shakespeare from Cleveland, He ls in the
of the DAYTON F'LYER as a
of international events, he lists for his power and high moral honors eourse majoring In the " ... for effect," plays the violin,
freshman reformer for one semes- as a spare time activity, short
and pursues an interest "in guns.
•tone. Other favorite authors are etasslcs, and will graduate with
ter.
_
Jim is a tarity in education,
wave listening. Bis university Longfellow, Ten n y so n, and a Summa Cum Laude.
His activities are Ji.terary. As a minor is Radio and Television
for, not only has he excelled in
NEWS staff member he writes Arts which he ls eompletlng at Browning.
His favorite composers are
He plans graduate work at the aJ.'lts' and humanities, but also
"Obiter Dicta." The quality of his the Cincinnati Colle1e·ConservaBeethoven, Wagner, Tchaikovsky, Princeton where he· has won a in the sciences. Seldom is there
work is high, and he has estab- tory of Musle.
and
Mussorgsky. He also likes the scholarship that will be applied a person who approaches the
lished a pleasing, firm style. Dan
"universal man" ideal of the
Bill pursues an unusual hobby works of moderns Shostakovich
is known as 1the creator of SandRenaissance.
barge U. and other satires, such which he calls, "contesting." He and Respighi.
The above manner ls our way
Bill is completing his student ·
as his visit to Santa Claus, a pro· . has won a number of prizes,
of offering a special thanks to
posal to sell Fountain Square and notably a wrist watch, in a Rival teaching at St. Xavier High
those men who . have ·served us
Fort Sill, and a number of cab Dog Food Contest. He enjoys School. He ·•will graduate from
so faithfully. Although some of
driver monologues. He has writ- writing non-fiction articles, is a the university with an AB degree
these men only served for one
ten a series on the Kircher-Hen- classical music fan, and a regular in Latin with a French minor.
patron of the Summer Opera.
year, they were still ·as regular
He teaches and plans to continue
ley Debate, and segregation.
and faithful as they promised to
He will graduate with a degree teaching the classics.
In the winter issue of the
be.· We would also llke to thank
ATHENAEUM, Dan published "A in English, after which he will
It has been said tha·t when he
Mr. Bruce Heldt for the el1bt
Preakness Carol," a satire on enter the priesthood in the Cov- turns in his hand written column
weeks work he gave , to this ·
Dickens' Christmas Carol. This ington diocese.
· to the NEWS office, the editor
feature. We wish eaeb of these
work is a companion to another
must call in two other persons
Prophetic Reporter
men the best of good .fortune In
to argue what he has reported.
published• in UC's PROFILE,
their life's work. If they are as
Don Fenton
entitled "A Tale of Insanity in
It is no small task to puzzle out
persistent to their eallln1 as they
Our Times," which was written
Don Fenton Is a busy man. such names as Shostakovich and
have been to their writing, we
under the name Edwin Blatney. Besides bis sehedule at xavler In Mussorgsky.
know that they wlll reeelve every ·
He has written "The Modern a Psyehology major, be Is athletic
Associate EditM
success whleh - they so rlehly
Xavier Graduate" for the Alumni director at Sta. Vineent 'errer
deserve. Stepping down from the
Bob Frommeyer
Magazine, .and has done some and Cecilla Sehools, and Is eoach
editor's post, "I thank eaeh of
Bob Frommeyer has been the
of Knothole and Public Recreaghost writing.
you )lenonally- for all that you
He doesn't write for money; tion teams. - De Is sports writer Xavier NEWS assoelate editor for
Mr. Menes
have done for me." '
against Sam Johnson's advice that for the NEWS and THE EAS'r· the put two years. He la a native
'
anyone is a fool who doesn't ERN HILLS JOURNAL. He bowl• · of ~lnelnnati, a paduate of tJnu· to further work in classical
Robert G. Queenan
write for money. He has clreu- each Saturday, and maintains a line Aeademy and Purcell H11b studies. Ed's ambition is to teach.
Editor-in-Chief
.
lated hls works among the major 185 ayera1e. On Sunday be slap School.
His activities are many; member
xavler
Unlvenlty
News
magazines at the inslstenee of In St. Ceellla's choir.
He began his and ex-host of the Mermaid
college work at Tavern; four year member of the
He has raised
friends and the NEWS editor. His
comment, "I have rejeetlon slips
controversy in
Notre Dame in Sodality, two as vice-prefect;
from some of the best ma1azines
Xavier's sport.
their Colle1e 9f A 1 p h a S i g m a N u member;
Dr. Joseph E. Bourgeois, chairCommerce, but NFCCS; French Club, treasurer
in the country, and I'm especially
ing world with
man
of the modern languagP.S
transferred to and ex-president. He has in the
proud of one from Colliers."
(.
r his predictions.
Xavier in 1958. past participated in the Clef Club, depa1·tment ,is the new president
A roaring literary furnace, Dan
He ·takes facts
is planning a series of poems on. \
.. as he sees them,
He has com· Philosophy Club and the Athe- of the Catholic Association of·
Foreign Language Teachers. His
his childhood in Saylor Park and ; '··
analyzes, and Mr. Piomme1er pleted his busi· naeum staff.
election
took ·place April 19 at
nature. He has projected a play,
Mr. Featoa
presents his ness training and will 1raduate
Ed writes "The Poet" column
a humorous piece on hitchhikers, conclusions through hii column. with a B.S.B.A. degree with a for the NEWS, and has the prob- a meeting of the Assoiiation at
Marygrove College, Detroit. Dr.
and a more serious work that will Don has missed on only one minor in Economies.
able distinction of being the only Bourgeois reported that the Octobe ·titled "The Tragic Flaw of forecast. And. the one was not
Bob is a member of the Society staff member who has received a ber meeting of - the ·Association
Modern Drama" in which ·he will serious. He predicted XU'• bas· for the Advancement of Man11e_. fan letter. To relax, he play1 the will
be held · at Xavier.
~.

a

Elected
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The Night Side of The News
Congratula_tions For Fine
E~C. Scholastic Reputation
Congratulations to all the
people mentioned below for their
contribution to the outstanding
scholastic reputation Xavier has
attained through the years.

Robert J. Mains, George W. Merz,
Franklyn D. Newman, Vera M.
Puttmann, John C. Stiegler, Alfred L. Wendel.
General Business Certificates
Attendlnr the .Konon Dinner, to: Louis Brown, Jr., Robert H.
May H, are: Miss Imelda I. An· Klein.
Traffic Management Certifineken ,for 1st prize, the Kappa
Mu Scholarship Award; Mr. Nor· cates to: Joseph P. Jennings, Rusman A. Schrqe, 2nd prize,-Kappa s.ell J. Link, John E. O'Brien,
Mu Scholarship; Mr. Ronald A. Donald C. Stahl.
Stahl, Cincinnati Traffic Club
Award; Miss Lois Mollque, American Society of Women Account·
ants; Miss Betty A. Dreyer, X.U.
Alumnae Association; Mrs. Grace
E. Ro1an, the I. T. Nolan Cath·
ollc Literature Award; Mr. Jer·
old J, Berhlet, I. D. Cloud Ac·
counting Award.
by Mary Anne Martin
"Lucky
For Me," the Masque
Proapective graduates from the
Evening College in June are Society's recent musical success
. Charles ·F. Becker, John P. Bee· has been one of the most talkedker, James A. Behne, Robert E. about topics on campus for the
Byrnes, Jean Clark, Louis M. last two weeks. Under Mr. Otto
Dagenbach, John G. Deters, Kvapil's talented direction, the
Thomas L. Dressman; Betty A. play was enjoyed by every audDreyer, Jean M. Feiertag, Samuel ience that ·witnessed a perforC. Hoffman, John E. Marx, Thom· mance.
as M. McDonough, Anthony J.
But the1·e was one group whose
Neumeister, Joseph E. O'Connell, enthus.iasm was unmatched. With
Anthony A. Pangallo, Anthony eaoh performance they kept their
I. · Pazera, .Conrad A. Pohlman, original interest and merriment,
Frank G. Powell, Norbert P. enhanced with a spirit of loyalty
. Quebbeman, 'Ronald H. Reidy, J. and a sense of cooperation. Every
Ervin Rinner, John R. Scherm, member of this .group-.-Xavier
Robert J. Soaper, Russell c. University's Masque SocietyTroisi, Theodore Vogt, J. Harry had a personal feeling of sucWeingartner, Thomas Wester· cessful excitement. One· fellow
fie id.
put it very nicely, "It's so much
Certificates in Acc_ounjing will fun to be a small .part of . this
be awarded_ to: Henry J. Aver· crowd." It's also notici'ble that
beck, Paul E. Berning, Margie equal pride is sha~ed by all.
There are no ''.thankless" jobs.
Broesman, Norman L. Brown, Jr.,
Gordon B. Denton, Paul J. Doyle, The sound of laughter· and apRodney J. Fussinger, Joseph Get· plause, the sight of a smooth
telfinger, Donald .F. Koetting, performance, the feeling of tense-

ness at opening night, and the
sweet smell of success-are graditude.

Already, plans are underway
for next semester's productions.
And the usual Invitation will be
extended to the feminine talents
of the Evenlnl' Colle1e. It would
certainly be well worth your
while to come out to South Ball
for tryouts. Opportunities should
·definitely be taken advantase of,
that have such profitable personal
results.
·
There are no "bit" parts either.
Remember, that every ...part"
must be a part of something.

Actors Happy
With Success
Of Musical

CHICO'S
ITALIAN AND AMBBICAN '
FOOD

,'
I I

3632 llONTGOMBBY BD. '

I

1

2 Minutes Prom X&'ller 1
.· · (One Bloek Soatla of Dau) ' 1
,•
,'
1

nffenoa 1·9111

TUXEDO

RENTAL

*
LAN:t;)EN, LTD.
686 J'ine St.
PArkwa11·7HI

PAGESEVBN

Police-Minded Go1'ernment?
by Iba Vorwolcl

THE FAULT IS IN OURSELVES
One of our leading industrialists, Cyrus Eaton, asserts
that we are living in a nation that is fast becoming a police
state. Mr. Eaton denounces our government for allowing itself
~o become so police-minded. He points out the numerous law
enforcement agencies that exist at the local, state, and federal
levels. He argued that the mental trend of the citizens of the
U.S. is one steeped in suspicion of his fellow man as is shown
by our glorifying the activities of various agencies like that of
the F.B.I. and the C.I.A.
What Mr. Eaton has overlooked is the fact that it is the
misconduct of all citizens that prompted the birth of such
agencies; therefore, were our culture not so criminally infested,
we would not have to have so numerous civil law enforcement
agencies. The fault is then not· in the government but rather
in the governed that has formed Mr. Eaton's "police state."
Let.us hope that in this month commemorating the Ascension
of Our Lord, we may start to ascend mentally to the higher
planes of human activity that is ·our destiny, thereby casting
off the dregs of crime and immorality that keep us chained
to a lethean earth.where Minos romps at will. We have the
mental capacity to reach an elysian state of activity; it takes
but the effort. Until we reach this state, the various law
enforcement agencies are needed to protect those liberties
that so many of us even fail to use.

Xiles Finish Outstanding Year
by Bernadine Kohls

Congratulations and thanks to 'the Xiles for another year
of successful enthusiasm.
During the past months this social group has planned,
directed, and presented activities for the Evening College
students. Among these were: a Get-Acquainted Dance, Float
Committee for XU Homecoming Parade, Christmas Collection
and Party, a Dance at the Armory, and the Prom.
The officers, Dick Glassmeyer, Ron Amend, and· Lois
Molique deserve a hearty THANK YOU for all the time and
energy spent to give others opportunities for participation in
Evening College social events.
As the "innocent bystander," I'd like to add my thoughts
·
for next year's calendar. . .
Activities of recen.t months were rather one-sided-leaning, of course, to the single students. Thus, the majority were
"left out." Since there is only one social group at XUEC, I feel
they should ,plan for all the students. Or would two organiza·
tions serve the purpose better?
Besides. dances, bridge, canasta, or other clubs could be
organized. Group excursions to: games; a performance or
amusement park; charity works, visiting hospitals, orphanages;
saving clothes, magazines; retreats or days of recollection;
participation sports, bowling, baseball, ice-skating, picnics.
Any bells ringing yet? Keep thinking, TALK to your
classmates, find a c~mmon interest and SUGGEST it!

"WITH THE HELP OF THIS TINY, SPARKLING F.ILTER

You Can Guide a Rocket Across Half8World_!1J
'.

YES, 10DAY'S FILTER SCIENCE
' HAS CHANGED OUR LIVES. ·
TAKE THE MARVELOUS FILTER
ON THIS VICEROY CIGARETTE
... IT CHANGED AMERICA'S
SMOKING HABITS -l"r'l"I

b§AI' IJnel O!SaJWJ;as IAave•••
VICEROY GIVES 10U MORE
OF WHAT-YOU CHANGE
"'TOAFILTERFORI
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XILES

· Evening College ~ews .
A general meeting for XILES and all interested m next
year's social activities will be held Tuesday, May 20, at 6 P·_!!!·
in Room Two of the Evening College.
The annual spring picnic and the el~ction ?f officer~ for
1958·59 are included in the agenda for this meeting. Nominees
have been selected for two tickets. Running on the Blue Ticket
are Vinee Murphy for president,
Nick Schnelder for vlce-presl·
dent, Pbyllls Tolwig for secre·
tary, and Jolene Leon for treas·
urer. The White Ticket candidates
are - Ron Amend for president,
Ron Schwallie for vice-president,
Lois Molique for secretary, and
Lois Wetzel for treasurer.
Nominations will also be accepted from the floor on the
night of the meeting.
.
There will be other special
office appointments. The meeting
will open promptly at 6:00 P·i:rt·
and the election of officers will
precede any new business. Suggestions for the coming year's
activities will be very welcomed.

· EYeryhody
Loves A Clown

;-

bJ Loretta Bird
Everybody loves a clownsometimes. The little fella who
makes funny· faces is loveable all
right-on the playground. "'.'he~
you transfer this young Pagliacc1
to the classroom, he becomes a
menace to the general welfare.
This is the little angel who stands
up to ipimic the teacher when
she turns to write on the blackboard. If she seats him in the
front of the room, he turns
around to entertain the class.
Putting him in the back row
doesn't work either, because then
the rest of the class turns to look
at him.
The clown loves attention, but
he Is often hard to discipline. He
wants acceptance by the other
boys ~d girls and, by the time
he has reached the fourth grade,
be knows what a boon making
them laugh can be to his popularity. When he is corrected, he
uses all his talents in an effort
to turn the scolding into a mockery until he sees that the teacher
will not be taken in by his antics.
Then he often becomes sullen,
because, after all, why should she
pick on him? He was only teasing.
Anyone who can remember the
clown in his class knows that this
child usually possesses the temperament of a young Barrymore.
The show must go on and all is
well so long as nothing or no one
interferes with the routine. It
anyone has the temerity to come
between him and his audience,
his artistic nature begins to assert
itself. This is where the difficulty
arises, and the teacher must apply
a great amount of tact in handling the situation. She must try
to bend his will to hers in such
a way· that neither the class nor
the clown will become unduly
upset.
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lSlte
By Psych Classes

by Bernadine Kohls
Touring Longview State Hospital, May 3, the General Psychology classes saw practical
application of the problems and
methods of treating the mentally

m.

Directed by Mr. H. E. Wolfe,
the group of• students visited the
wards, work areas, and recreation centers of the 300 acres on
'
Paddock Road. ,
The overcrowded conditions
were appalling. Beds were so
close together that there :was
hardly space to work between
them, even though no other
furniture was in the wards. .
No age distinction was made
to sepr.rate inmates. Adolescents
as well as the aged were grouped
together. Sitting around the
edges of the room, they would
watch the "outsiders" without
reaction.

WHAT'S THE FOREMAN IN A
CATCHUP FACTORY?

SHARON VACHON,
U. 0, DETROIT

§

NEW
ENGLAND
ffA&'T

•

•.
•
•
•
•
•

I

Typewrite: Sales• and : ; . ; :
Standards and Portable11
By week or month
S'IUDBN'r SPECIAL
TJPewriter, elean, oU, ad,lut
and rJbbon - t7.H
Call PArlnra~ 1·50U

•
•
•
•

SH Main Street

•

2. Q.-What'• lmportlnt about a 19th' birthday?
•
A --A lot. Because at age 19 you're no longer pro~ •
· against hospital bills on your parents' Blue '-'•.._
contract. ·
•

•

3. Q.-Explaln 1lanlfle11nce of above two 1tatem1ntt.

•

•
•

4. Q.--Have ~u passed a 19th birthday (or ptten inarrllcl) •
without pttlnl your own Blue Crass contractl .
•
A.--?

•

GRADING INSTRUCTIONS

•

Make.sure you score A+ in SHBP 1 (Sure Hospital Bill
Protection)· send this Blue Book home to Dad and let him

••

•

•

•

check your' answers. Number 4 is really important (95%
.. final grade). If.your answer is "No" ask him to apply for
• your personal Blue ·Cross Contract.
• It may make a lot of difference in the cost of your Good
• Health Curricwwn later on!

LAUNDRY
Montcome~

•

•
•

1• Q.--How 1niport1nt 11 111
.
A.-Real important if it'• a 19th birthday.

•
.•

•

THE SHIRT

(with answers)

A.-Easy! Hospitals, today, can do more in tile way of
care and treatment tlian ever before. But costs are •
also higher than ever before; Conclusion: Every· •
body, even young people in college, need1 Blue Croll
protection·more-now than ever before!
•

•

Central TJpetriter Co.

8616

···SNAP EXAM • • • •

Boad

•

EVANS'ION
One Bloek South of Dana
A Few Blocb North
Of 'l'he Do1m1
Bachelor 8enlee
Fluff D~ BlllM1l• ·
4, BOVR SERVICE.

•
•
•

·~,--Hospital Care Corporation • Cincinnati 6, Ohio "r.
,

LAST CALL FOR STICKLERS I If you haven't
Stickled by now, you may never get tlie cliance again! Sticklers
are simple riddles with two-word rhyming answers. Both
words niust have the same number of syllables. (Don't do
drawings.) Send stacks of 'em with your name, address, college
and class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Spreadable Edible

WHAT'S A BANK'S A~MORED CAR?

,__ _llil·r''
\\' •\\\'

.,

~°"

'''"

·~~//''/

GRADUATION PRESENTS! You may get a (Groan!) 6-cylinder European sports

Buck Truck

WHAT IS AN INEPT SKIER?

·car or a (Yawn!) 6-month European vacation. TbeSe silly baubles just· prove
that parents don't understand the college generation. What every senior really wants
(C'mon now, admit it!) is a generous supply of Luckies! Luckies, as everyone knows,
are the best-tasting cigarettes on earth. They're packed with rich, good-tasting
tobacco, toasted to taste even better. So the senior who doesn't receive 'em is bound
to be a Sad Grad! Why let parents spoil commencement-it only happens (Sob!) onc:e.
Tell 'em to gift-wrap those Luckies right now!
WHAT'S A GROUP OF 190·LI. GIRLS?

WHAT IS AN OSTRACIZED IEE?

WHAT. AllE A •OIOT'S tELATIVfS?

E
:

§

§MANUFACTURING§

- ~ :.·.

- COMPANY a·=--§ 118 East Sixth Street i
--§ Cincinnati, Ohio -i
§=
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Slope Dope

CHOL UADSNAW,
COLORADO STATt
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WHAT IS PEANUT IUTTER?

.. llOIUT ALTIUI,
U. OF PITtUURGH

•
•

•

Sauce Boss
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Various jobs and activities are
planned but the lack of facilities
prevents all the patients from
participating. Tranquilizing drugs
are widely used, and many
patients have been returned to
their homes as a result of the
remedial effects of these drugs.
The tour was educating and
interesting to all who attended.

IAHAllA PELLOW,
DI PAUW

l.one Di'one

DDN GUTHlllf,
I u. or WICHITA

Tin Kin

THE BEST-TASTING CIGARETTE YOU EVER. SMOKED I
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Stridents Named
For Stall Of
Operation Y 01ith
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Campus Boas~~ Of WCXU; ·
New Radio Station For Xavier

University of Lublin in Poland,
the only free university in Eastern Europe.
Re will also head our reslon's
Pax Romana Prosram, eomposed
WCXU! These are the call letters of Xavier's latest and of the lnternatioaal Movement
by Bill Poole,
biggest project-a campus radio station. The station will be · of Catholic Students and the JnNews Senior Editor
a closed network broadcasting to all buildings on campus, and temattonal Catholic Movement
the radio club hopes to have its first program start during
The appointment of nine stu- the second semester. The station will be staffed by the qual- .for lntelleetual and Cultural
dents to the staff of the Ninth ified members of the Radio Club al ail limes and ean &e' received Affairs.
A scholarship program for the
Annual Operation Youth has been and will broadcast from North on any radio on campus. ·'lbe
announced by Bob Young, pro- Hall. The programs will be DJ broadcasts wlll be made over a furtherance of lay leaders in the
gram director. They include Joe platter parties with several edu- elosed elreult network, and will South is also under Tom's control. His home is in Louisville,
Miller, chief staff leader, Frank cational presentations.
be presented in aecordance with Kentucky.
Reichart, John Alwine, Terry
The Policy Board will be com- the stipulations of the JntereolBeing an Honors Bachelor of
Lautenbach, Tom Frank, George posed of a faculty moderator ap- leriate Broadcastlns System and
Arts
student, Tom still finds time
Stepanie, Bob Koechlein, Bob pointed by Fr. Paul A. O'Connor, the Feder a I Communications
to participate in the Clef Club,
Bunning and Don Ayersman, a S.J., president of the University, Commission.
the XU Band, is a member of the
former mayor of Operation Youth. the Dean· of Men, the Military
If a new contract is needed for newly formed Knights of ColumYounr will ann~unce additional Mode~ator of the Radio Club, ~nd 1958-1959, it will be drawn up
staff members In the next issue a chairman of .the Broa~cashng by a committee composed of the bus, writes occasionally for the
XU News, and is presently workof The News.
Department. This board will _have moderator, two Radio Club. mem- ing on the Yearbook.
Operation Youth, six times a complete control of the subject bers, and two Student Council
Freedom ·Foundation National matter presented by WCXU.
members.
Award Winner, will be held on
Management of the station wlll
In regards to the financial
the' Xavier campus, June 7-14. be handled by the ROTC Radio angle, the Radio Clubbers do not
Last year approximately 275 high Club, under the supervision of expect too much of a burden since
school students were in attend- its mllltary adviser. The Club the power will present the only
by Ron Koeh
ance at the citizenship training will be responsible for the com- real bill. The station will be
program for youth leaders. Dis- plete manasement of WCXU and staffed by themselves and repair
The ROTC Cadet Corps is continguished speakers at previous will coordinate both the technl- for equipment last year amount- ducting weekly parades on Friprograms have included Bob Con- cal and broadcasting depart- ed io only $14.00. The Radio Club day. The 900 cadets participating
sidine, news commentator and re· ments. The Radio Club wlll also decided to go ahead with thi~ in the parade are under the comporter; Hon. Donald L. Jackson, take care of all technical opera- project after testing for a year mand of Cadet Regimental Comcongressman from Californja; tions such as maintenance and with broadcasts to Brockman mander Col. Bernard F. LoseHon.· Hale Boggs, congressman upkeep of the equipment.
Hall
kamp. The ROTC band, under
Student Council will apr>oint a
·
from· Louisiana; ·Hon. Eugene
the direction of Cadet Maj. EdMcCarthy, congressman from chairman for planning all of the
ward A. Wottle, furnishes the
appropriate military music. DurMinnesota; Matt Cvetic, F.B.I. programs to be presented. Counundercover agent in the Com- cil has also agreed to back the
ing the April 18 parade the military department rated "H" Batmunist Party; Hon. Gerald R. project up to $500.00 and will
Thompson Faller, a sophomore tery, under the command of
Ford, Jr., congressman from lend an add~tional $150.00 to the
_station for testing equipment. at Xavier University, was elected Cadet Capt. Elliot T. Welsh, first
Michigan.
The Radio Club has been granted Second Vice-President of the in general performance. "F" Bata night for a dance to help repay Ohio-Kentucky Region of Cath- tery, under Cadet Capt. Frank
this loan. The dance is scheduled olic College Students, at their A. Healy, rated second. On April
for the fall of 1958 and any profit convention held last week in 25, "E" Battery, under Capt.
above the $150.00 can be kept by Columbus, Ohio.
August M. Cianciolo, took first
the Club.
Tom will head the - region's and '.'A" Battery, under Capt.
The station wlll be in operation College and University Relief John Nagy,· placed second.
The ROTC Radio Club proudly
Administration, presently raising
money· to send a Catholic African announced that the first major
to the only integrated ..:medical test on the new WCXU, the Xavschool in the Union of South ier campus closed-circuit radio
Africa. He is gathering books station, proved successful. The
and equipment for the Pontifical test, which proved that the ·radio
Students interested in an analysis of recent Supreme Cou·rt
.e
decisions are invited to write to
'•
The Ind'ianapolis Star, Indianap,, .~ ·~;
olis 6, Indiana for one to three
. \
free copies of a booklet containing reprints of Star edtiorials
on "The Runaway Court."
The Indianapolis daily 1believes
that "the Supreme. Court does
Bob Young _
' .- not have the power to make 'the
Head of Operation Youth
supreme law of the land;' .the.
Bob Young, captain of the 1957 'supreme law' is not whatever
Musketeer · Football Team, has the -court says it is." The paper
charges that "in many recent
also announced that Mr. Conger decisions, the Supreme Court
Reynolds, director of the Office has changed 1both the United
of ·Private Cooperation, U.S. In- States · Constitution and laws
formation Agency, will be a prin· constitutionally made by Concipal speaker. He will develop gress without authority." The
Star feels that "Congress, under
the theme - of "The Battle for the Constitution, has the power
Men's Minds," an analysis of the to limit, restrict and change the
current propaganda war between authority of the Supreme Court
the Free World . and the Soviet to force it to. conform to the
Bloc.
Constitution and to law. It should
Operation Youth Diredor, John do so."
The seven ediorials contained
Moser, ~ho is Xavier's director
of . development, has sent 1100 in the booklet appeared in The
pamphlets describing the pro- Indianapolis Star on October 21,
gram to civic and fraternal or- 23, 26, 28, 30 and November 1
ganizations in five states. The and 3, 1957.
=~
program is assuming a national
-:~~~
--~~~~:
~~
e Lowest flf81 of Ill public
scope. In the state of Ohio, Opertr1n1portltlonl
ation Youth has official endorseHOW TO GET ALONG
ment from the Knights of ColumCom111re thHe low, law f1rnl
• Frequent deP1rturnl Quick·
"WITH YOUR TEACHER!
bus. .
Chlca10 ........................ S7.95
nt
time
to
m1ny
cltlnl
1. Bring the teacher newspaper
Jndlanapoll1 .........:...... 3.25
Young and the Rev. Patrick H.
clippings dealing with his sub·
• Air-conditioned comfort:
Loulsvllle ...... .............. 3.40
Ratterman, S.J., program chapject; bring random clippings.
Lexlnston .................. :uo
picture-window lflhttHlns:
lain, will speak on Operation
2. Look alert. Take notes eagerly.
Detroit ........................ 7.50
fully equipped rHtroom;
-Youth at the Knights of ColumCleveland ...... 8.60
If you look at the clock, don't
.
on
111
lelnlcrulur
9erv1cee
bus State Convention at Gary, . stare at it unbelievingly and
··
•one-wey fere, ptu1 t•..
IChldulell
Indiana on May 25. The Very
shake your head.
Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.,
3. Nod frequently and murmur,
IT'• eucH A COMPORT TO TAKE THIE •ue •••
president, is honorary director.
"How true." To you this seems
AND LUYIE TH• DRIVING TO ue1
Professor James F. Martin, deexaggerated. To him it's quite
partment of Business Administraobjective.
Brainstorm I No matter how much
tion, will serve as the director of 4. Sit in front near him. (This
baggage you're taking homeassemblies.
Greyhound can lake It all I
applies only if you intend to
Those desiring additional infor·
stay awake.)
mation on this youth program 5. Laugh at his jokes. If he look•
may write for details to Operaup from his note1 _and smiles,
tion Youth, Albers Hall, Xavier
he has told a joke.
FIPTB and SYCAMORE_: PArkwaJ 1·8"0
University, Cincinnati 7, Ohio.

MILITARY
MUSINGS

signal could be picked up through
the electrical power system ·of
the campus, removed the big
technical question mark concerning the completion of the station.
The WCXU project, undertaken
for Student Council by the Radio
Club, has been spearheaded by
Captain Metzger of the Miijtary
Department (KN8IOM) with the
support of the Radio Club members. Assisting in the test were
Ed Schmidt (W8MWY), Bob Conrade (W8SCK), and John Maier
(W8AUV), plus the help of Mr.
Armstrong of the Becker Electric
Company.

l11•ri11'1
Ph1r•11y
The Drug Store Closest To
Xavier Universitt1

3618 Montromery Roacl
MEirose 1·3781

T h.ompson Faller

Receives High Post

1ave each person In your group
of 25 or more 283 of regular
round-trip fare.

-----·······--··----------Special lor Married Students
Use The Family fare Planwlve1 ride one way free.

·

Analysis Of
Supreme Co11rt.

4

....

,

•

WONDERFUL FUN
FOR EVERYONE
Have a "party" while you
travel! Enjoy fine food .. •
delightful refreshments •• •
hoppy talk. Avoid worry about
traffic congestion, highway
hazards, and weather conditions.
Aelr your fecal ticket er travel
e1e11t NOW abeut theH treat
11teney-1avf111. plane:

!TART

GET THE JUMP
ON VACATION FUN
••• GO GREYHOUND.I

YOUR
VACATION
THE
!MART
WAY

Timely Tips

'love/ /Jr -,;om
meons low fores
no cores/
ee.
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T.V. Viewer
(Continued from ·Page 2)
equalizer. Balanced as they were
in .personnel, music, and news,
the point of differentiation became the gimmick and the comeon. "Family fun features," "pick
hit of the week," "Opinion,"
"Parfy-line," and "Thought for
the day," became talking .points.
No matter what innovation is
adopted by one, the other will
be sure .to follow. And so the
battle see-saws.
The opposite side of the coin
seems to show that minorities
are the losers. Either more
people listen to R&R and like it,
and don't admit or teenagers do
buy the sponsors products. Thus
all the programs are pitched at
that small percentage. The minority groups of jazz aficionados .
etc. must take a back seat.
At this time it seems that the
"inexorable" laws of supply and
demand will call the tune rather
than aesthetic taste,

Swing to the Screen
The stars have swung to that
sidereal position in time when
the Rites of Spring is a legitimate theme for video. No doubt
there will be a rash-rather a
plague-of dramas dealing with
the coursing of the wilder adolescent ·hormones. But, like all else,
they will pass away leaving only
a trace of those emotions kindred
to the season.
Lest we go off on too romantic
a tack, the wind of practicality
returns us to Ie8s troubled waters.
This also Is the time when tele·
vision contracts are considered
for renewal. There are several
which will not be with us next
year-Perry Mason, Giselle MacKenzie. Rumors persist that Cll·
max may be dropped as of next
tall, and that Ed Sullivan would
like to retire sometime in the
near future.
The pattern which has emerged
from this year's commercial experience is that the oat opus is

the most successful form wi~h
singers running second. The comedian is here and there-but not
everywhere as in days gone by.
The hour variety show-owing to
the high cost for personal appearances by established stars-has
become a showcase for new talent. The new variety show emcee
therefore has needs of being a
sort of Jack-of-all-Trades who
can draw an audience on his own
and who (above all) can sell his
sponsor's product successfully.
In drama, rising production
costs have made it necessary for
several sponsors to pick up the
tab for the same show. Furthermore, the cost spiral has caused
producers to be wary of any sort
of departure from th& present
doctrines of TV drama.
Money is again responsible for
the loss of some unusual programs such as the "Seven Lively
Arts" which died after being
unable to find the nurturing
bosom of a sponsor for six
months.

In the long run it looks like
economics will play the piper.
Pay TV may not be too far off.
People conceivably might put out
money for superior performances
and spectacle without the Interruption of a commercial.
As for the here and now, it
looks as if there will be an increased shortage of horseflesh.
Films and tape .transcription will
be used more extensively to ex-

ploit seasonal markets for theme,
products .. and performers.
It must be kept in mind that
'TV is a business- and not an art.
And, if some smart cost-accountant discovers that increased pro'motional expenditures are not
met with a rise in sales and revenue, and this situation becomes
general (say in a time of business
recession) then good-bye TV.

u;, 1958
Operation Christ
(Continued· from ,Page 5)
Operation Christ Summer program and the delegation to the
SSCA in Chicago, the Sodality
is winding up its program fo1·
the year. Included among its
many other successful undertak-
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Wayne Fehr, Honors A.B. Senior, has been. awarded a scholarship to attend the· German Language and Cultural Seminar,
Salzburg, Austria, from July 6 to
August 16.
Jim VonderHaar, Freshman,
and Joseph Bien, Graduate School,
have received scholarships for
the French Summer School at
Laval University, Quebec, Canada.

Otto Kvapil, Masque Society
director, has reported that ·the
Masque Society will become one
of the dramatic organizations in
Cincinnati to participate in the
Children's Theater. This community-wide organization presents
a series of children's plays each
year at the Emery Auditorium.
Preliminary plans call for the
Masque to present a drama version of R. L. Stevenson's T1·easure
Island sometime next April.
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For Meal1 al Home •••
For lunches of Worlr or Sdtool •••

Wayne Fehr Receives
Scholarship To Austria

Masque Society Scliedriled
For Cliildreri's Tlieater

ings this year have been the
annual Variety Show, the Kickoff Kapers dance after the X.U.U.C. foot®ll .game, and a good
deal of apostolic work in connection with the Santa Maria Institute. The Sodality is looking forward now to more and bigger
successes in the coming year.

HOMOGENIZED MILK

QUALITY v' OfEKD

(with Vitamin D)

1a CREAM

They can't be beat as Healthful Food
and Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorite
Food Store I For Home Delivery call CHerry
1-11880, or aslc your French-Bauer driverl
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1EnB DAllY PIOOUCIS SINCI I IG
"II__,. no_. to u- the beeff"

Two Mighty Good Men To Know
20 Yearl Experience
MUFFLERS
BRAKES
INSTALLED FREE
RELINED
CAR-LIFE
GUARANTEE

$17.SO
AND UP

MUFFLER MAN-THE-BRAKE MAN
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832
Dual Exhaust Systems - Sold Installed

A new idea in smoking. . .

:

Salem refreShes your taste

• menthol fresh
• rich tobacco taste

• most modern filter

Refreshing! Yes, the smoke of a Salem is as refreshing to your taste as a dew·
sparkled Spring morning is to you! Now get the rich tobacco taste you love, with
a new surprise softne§S and easy comfort. Through Salem's pure-white modem
filter flows the freshest taste in cigarettes. You take a puff •• , it's Springtime!

Smoke. refreshed . .. Smoke Salem
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